To Save and to Salvage; or Not?
Salvage Water Regulations in Wyoming
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I. INTRODUCTION
Water always was and always will be a scarce resource in the West.¹ Western states strive to maximize the number and extent of water uses while promoting
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efficiency as an important conservation goal. In doing so, Western states have been forced to find creative solutions addressing their water scarcity. This comment discusses one possible way Wyoming could maximize water uses while promoting efficiency: allowing appropriators to retain the right to use water salvaged under their original appropriation.

State water scarcity solutions take two primary forms: technological advances and regulations. Technological advances include updating and improving irrigation water delivery systems, improving headgate control, improving pipeline and ditch technology and materials, developing and improving water treatment and wastewater treatment capabilities, and improving water desalinization technology. Innovative regulatory solutions include recapture and reuse, effluent, wastewater, seepage use, return flow, and preferred use regulations. Allowing appropriators to retain the right to use water salvaged under their original appropriation would encourage adaptation to new technological advances, thereby promoting more efficient use of water.

Due to water’s evolving nature and the need for this scarce resource, it is impossible to create a system of laws covering every current and future nuance. Water laws are infused with flexibility so they can adapt to technological and scientific developments allowing more efficient water use, such as adding new beneficial uses to those already statutorily listed. Thus, the laws leave latitude for additional innovations to improve water conservation and efficiency.

Allowing appropriators to retain the right to use water salvaged under their original appropriation is one such possible innovation for Wyoming. The

---

4 See infra notes 5–6 and accompanying text.
6 See infra notes 33–128 and accompanying text.
7 See generally Wyo. State Eng’r’s Office: Mission Statement, https://sites.google.com/a/wyo.gov/seol/ (last visited Apr. 29, 2014) (“This includes the appropriation, distribution and application to beneficial use of water as provided under the prior appropriation doctrine, and to maintain the flexibility within that framework to meet the changing needs of the citizens of Wyoming.”).
8 See id.
9 See id.
Wyoming Legislature attempted to provide this right in Proposed Senate File No. SF0150 (proposed Wyoming salvage water legislation) in January 2013.\footnote{Wyoming Legislature, First Day General Session of the Senate Sixty Second State Legislature 1, 320 (2013), http://legisweb.state.wy.us/2013/SenateDigest.pdf.} Although this particular bill died in the Senate Committee, the continuing problem of water scarcity makes it likely the Legislature will revisit the idea of granting appropriators the right to retain salvage water.

This comment argues that the proposed Wyoming salvage water legislation promotes the goals of efficiency and maximum utilization, and thus is something Wyoming should actively pursue. The proposed Wyoming salvage water legislation is consistent with the policy goals and objectives of existing Wyoming water laws, which should further animate the Legislature to pursue this creative water scarcity solution.\footnote{See infra notes 150–221 and accompanying text.} This comment first explains various principles of water law and their interaction with the proposed Wyoming legislation.\footnote{See infra notes 17–128 and accompanying text.} These principles include the priority system, beneficial use and the duty of water, the no-injury doctrine, change of use, reuse and recapture, and imported water laws.\footnote{See infra notes 33–128 and accompanying text.} Second, this comment describes what salvage water is and discusses the proposed Wyoming salvage water legislation.\footnote{See infra notes 129–47 and accompanying text.} Finally, this comment advocates re-introducing a salvage water bill in Wyoming and discusses ways to improve the proposed legislation.\footnote{See infra notes 150–221 and accompanying text.}

II. BACKGROUND

A. A Quick Primer on Wyoming Water Law

In Wyoming, all water is owned by the State.\footnote{See Wyo. State Eng’r’s Office, About the State Engineer’s Office, http://seo.wyo.gov/home/about; James J. Jacobs et al., Wyoming Water Law: A Summary (1995), available at http://library.wrds.uwyo.edu/wrp/90-17/90-17.html (last visited March 20, 2014).} The Wyoming State Engineer is the chief administrator of Wyoming water, charged with regulating and
administering Wyoming water resources.18 Wyoming is divided into four water divisions to facilitate water administration.19 The superintendent of each of these divisions, along with the State Engineer, constitute the state Board of Control.20 The Board of Control adjudicates and finalizes water rights and considers other water matters in Wyoming, such as changes in point of diversion, amendments, and corrections of water rights.21 The State Engineer wields significant power in effectuating Wyoming water laws.22

Wyoming water law follows the doctrine of prior appropriation, otherwise known as “first in time, first in right,” under which the first to put water to beneficial use has the senior right.23 Under the relation back doctrine, a water user’s priority date relates back to the time an intent to appropriate is first formed, not to when the appropriator applies the water to beneficial use.24 Those holding “an earlier priority water right are allowed to receive their full portion of water before those with junior [later] rights may receive water under their right.”25 Thus, when water is scarce, those with the lowest priority may not have any water with which to exercise their rights and will simply find themselves out of luck. Certain water uses have priority over others such as drinking water for humans and livestock, which has higher priority than water for municipal and industrial purposes.26 Ultimately, water right holders cannot withdraw more than is necessary for their designated purpose and for irrigators, no more than one cubic foot per second for each seventy acres.27

18 See supra note 17 and accompanying text.
19 Jacobs et al., supra note 17.
20 Id.
21 Id.
22 WYO. STAT. ANN. § 41-3-909 (2013) (the power to prescribe rules, require reports, make investigations and regulations, establish standards, require abatement, and bring suit); § 41-3-910 (the power to determine the area and boundaries of districts); § 41-3-911 (authority to order interfering appropriators to cease withdrawals of water and hear complaints by appropriators).
23 See supra note 17 and accompanying text.
25 WYO. STATE ENG’R’S OFFICE, supra note 17.
26 Jacobs, supra note 17. Municipal water is defined as:

[W]ater withdrawn by populations in cities, towns, housing estates, domestic and public service enterprises. The public supply also includes water for industry that provides directly for the needs of urban populations and this demand also consumes high quality water from the city water supply system. In many cities, a considerable quantity of water is used in market gardening and for watering vegetable gardens and domestic garden plots.

27 WYO. STATE ENG’R’S OFFICE, supra note 17.
Before delving a little further into the background of water law generally, it is important to distinguish some key, and sometimes confusing, terminology: namely, junior versus senior rights, and downstream versus upstream rights. The junior/senior distinction refers to chronological priority of rights, whereas downstream/upstream refers to the appropriator’s physical location without any reference to the sequence of priority. The rest of the background section focuses on major water law concepts so readers have a basic idea of the intricacies of water law.

B. The Priority System

The Wyoming prior appropriation system is based on priority of appropriation under the adage “first in time, first in right.” For the appropriation right to remain active, “beneficial use is a continuing requirement which must be satisfied.” The “relation back” doctrine determines the priority date of a water right. The date of the manifestation of intent to apply the water to beneficial use, not the date of actual application of the water to beneficial use, determines the priority of a water right.

C. Beneficial Use and the Duty of Water

Wyoming establishes beneficial use as “the basis, the measure and limit of the right to use water at all times, not exceeding the statutory limit.” Appropriators cannot acquire a right permitting them to use more water than is reasonably necessary for beneficial purposes. Therefore, determining the amount of water that can be beneficially applied plays a vital role in quantifying an appropriator’s actual right. Under this system, not only is beneficial use the sole and only basis

29 See King v. Bd. of Cnty. Comm’rs, 2010 WY 154, ¶ 3, 244 P.3d 473, 474 (Wyo. 2010).
32 Id. at 1049. Today, the date of filing for the permit application indicates a manifestation of intent.
34 Quinn v. John Whitaker Ranch Co., 92 P.2d 568, 571 (Wyo. 1939) (discussing whether or not to grant a change of use and how to quantify the use in determining the established right which may potentially be changed). “The volume of water to which an appropriator is entitled at any particular time is that quantity, within the limits of the appropriation, which he can and does apply to the beneficial uses stated in his certificate of appropriation.” Parshall v. Cowper, 143 P. 302, 304 (Wyo. 1914).
35 Parshall, 143 P. at 302.
of the appropriation, but priority of right is also dependent on the beneficial use.\textsuperscript{36} An appropriator can lose his appropriation, and his priority, if he fails to put the water to beneficial use.

Another limiting measure for irrigation appropriations is the duty of water. The duty of water is “that measure of water, which, by careful management and use, without wastage, is reasonably required to be applied to any given tract of land for such period of time which may be adequate to produce” maximum irrigation or crop growth.\textsuperscript{37} Essentially, the duty of water limits excessive water use on crops in relation to what crops can actually use.\textsuperscript{38} The duty of water puts a maximum appropriation allowance on water per what is considered beneficial.\textsuperscript{39}

Additionally, the duty of water quantifies and informs the beneficial use measurement.\textsuperscript{40} The Wyoming Supreme Court’s case law and the Wyoming State Board of Control limit an appropriator’s right to a “sufficient and adequate” amount to fulfill the appropriation’s purpose.\textsuperscript{41} The fixed upper limit of the duty of water is statutorily set at one cubic foot per second for each seventy acres irrigated.\textsuperscript{42} The duty of water accounts for return flows and other factors, as the quantity available to an appropriator to divert does not solely reflect consumptive use.\textsuperscript{43} The duty of water seeks to eliminate waste within the hydrologic system by any user, a reflection of the requirement to beneficially use water.\textsuperscript{44} Any water lost in the system or lost to the appropriator but still returning to the hydrologic system is technically contrary to the duty of water.\textsuperscript{45} This lost water is not put to beneficial use by its original appropriator and is therefore considered excessive, making it contrary to the duty not to waste water.\textsuperscript{46}

Wyoming’s traditional system calculated lost water into appropriations from the outset.\textsuperscript{47} The ultimate goal of water law is to reduce waste and ensure maximum utilization and efficiency of water use.\textsuperscript{48} If an appropriator eliminates wasted

\textsuperscript{36} John Meier & Sons, Inc. v. Horse Creek Conservation Dist. of Goshen Cnty., 603 P.2d 1283, 1288 (Wyo. 1979).
\textsuperscript{39} Id.
\textsuperscript{40} See A. DAN TARLOCK, supra note 24, § 5:69.
\textsuperscript{41} Nichols v. Hufford, 133 P. 1084, 1085 (Wyo. 1913).
\textsuperscript{42} Id. at 1086.
\textsuperscript{44} Id. at 574–75.
\textsuperscript{45} Id. at 564.
\textsuperscript{46} Id.
\textsuperscript{47} Id. at 573.
\textsuperscript{48} See, Kaiser, \textit{supra} note 2.
Thus, the appropriator’s quantified appropriation is reduced by that amount of water no longer wasted. This is because the appropriation no longer needs to account for water loss, and the right is only to historic beneficial use. Unfortunately, the duty of water sometimes discourages innovation in efficiency and maximum utilization. For example, an appropriator’s original right could be reduced if he makes his system or use more efficient as a water right is always limited by the duty of water and the amount of water beneficially used.

D. Reuse and Recapture Doctrines

The doctrine of recapture permits an appropriator who has diverted water for the purpose of his beneficial use to recapture, and ultimately reuse, his own runoff and seepage before it escapes his control or property. The doctrine of reuse permits an original appropriator to retain possession and control of waste and seepage water from irrigation (or other uses) on his land and to reuse those waters for his own benefit without returning the water to the channels from which it was diverted. The doctrines of reuse and recapture are usually referred to in tandem, and thus considered together. Both doctrines entail saving water after applying it to use but before it leaves the appropriator’s land, and reapplying the water to the appropriator’s original beneficial use. The doctrines of reuse and recapture promote efficiency and conservation.

49 See Basin Elec. Power Coop., 578 P.2d at 564.
50 See id. at 563–64.
51 See id. (emphasis added).
52 See, e.g., Squillace, supra note 10, at 331–32.
53 See, e.g., Squillace, supra note 10, at 331–32.
58 See Meyer, supra note 56, at 2. As the Wyoming Supreme Court stated:

We would certainly discourage development and retard the full and efficient use of our precious water supply were we now to say that persons who save return flows and seepage before they reach a stream and put the water to beneficial use have no protection in law, that latecomers who subsequently seek rights from the stream itself can take the water as against the persons who have put it to beneficial use for years.

Endeavors where an appropriator seeks to recapture and reuse water without initiating a new appropriation raise a legal question.59 The prevailing issue is whether reuse and recapture preempt other basic principles of water law. Under these doctrines, reuse may increase consumption so long as there is no change to the use, place, purpose of use, time of use, or point of diversion.60 The key constraints under these doctrines are that recapture and reuse can occur only within the land for which the original appropriation was made, and for the appropriation’s original purpose.61 The doctrine of reuse and recapture can be subject to the no-injury doctrine.62 Thus, the reuse or recapture of water may be allowed only if doing so would not injure other appropriators.63 However, in Wyoming, courts do not apply the no-injury doctrine when analyzing reuse and recapture.64 Generally, an appropriator may use water that was recaptured, reused, or conserved on his own land without regard to the harm caused by others, so long as such use does not exceed his paper right.65

The doctrines of reuse and recapture also relate to waste water as courts mix together concepts of seepage, drainage, waste, and return flow.66 Waste water is excess water in an appropriation not needed to accomplish the beneficial use; for example, water that is not consumed in use.67 Nonetheless, while it is excess, this waste water may still be a necessary part of the appropriation, such as water lost to percolation and evaporation, but which is vital to transport the water to its final destination for beneficial application. Wyoming does not statutorily regulate waste water, but the Wyoming Supreme Court has developed standards through case law.68 An original appropriator can recapture and reuse waste water so long as the water has not left his property boundary.69 If, however, waste water escapes the boundaries of the appropriator’s land and, if undisturbed, would flow to a natural stream, then the water leaving the appropriator’s land is eligible for appropriation

59 Kaiser, supra note 2, at 244.

60 See Squillace, supra note 10, at 339–40. An appropriator could apply for a new permit for the reused water contingent on no-injury but a more junior priority date would attach to that right and not the priority date of the original appropriation.

61 See A. DAN TARLOCK, supra note 24, § 5:17.

62 Squillace, supra note 10, at 340.

63 Id.

64 See Fuss v. Franks, 610 P.2d 17, 20 (Wyo. 1980); Bower v. Big Horn Canal Ass’n, 307 P.2d 593, 601 (Wyo. 1957); In re Boyer, 248 P.2d 540, 546 (Idaho 1952). However, the no-injury doctrine still applies on its own, under its own analysis. See infra notes 192–208 and accompanying text.


66 See Kaiser, supra note 2, at 243–44.

67 See generally Fuss, 610 P.2d at 20. Thus waste water is essentially the amount of water which is the difference between the amount consumed and the amount diverted.

68 See generally id.; Bower, 307 P.2d at 601; Thayer v. City of Rawlins, 594 P.2d 951 (Wyo. 1979); Binning v. Miller, 102 P.2d 54 (Wyo. 1940).

69 Fuss, 610 P.2d at 20.
by others for their uses. Consequently, if an appropriator does not use the waste water, as soon as the water leaves the appropriator’s boundaries, it reenters the system as either seepage or by uniting with another water body. When the water leaves the appropriator’s boundary, it is deemed unappropriated and thus available for downstream users to divert. However, a downstream user cannot demand that an upstream user perpetually continue supplying waste water. Rather, users of waste water take their chances that future supplies may be curtailed; because these users do not have a right to such water, they cannot have protected priority to it. Furthermore, the priority date extends to waste water, thereby protecting the rights of senior appropriators who recapture and reuse their waste water.

Generally, the doctrines of reuse and recapture apply part of the no-injury analysis. The proposed salvage water regulations require that any change by the original appropriator does not decrease the historic amount of return flows. Appropriators salvaging water must maintain the same amount of return flows after salvaging the water as before salvaging the water. If an original appropriator converts water previously lost forever to the original watershed, such as that attributable to phreatophyte consumption, and puts it to his beneficial use, this would not impact return flows or downstream appropriators as that water could never have formed part of their appropriation in the first place. However, salvaging water affects return flows that previously returned to the hydrologic cycle. For example, if an appropriator lines his ditch to reduce percolation and then consumes the amount of water he salvaged, this might decrease the previous return flows to the original watershed. This could harm and injure downstream

70 Id. at 21.
71 See Fuss, 610 P.2d at 20; Bower, 307 P.2d at 601; Thayer, 594 P.2d at 955; Binning, 102 P.2d at 59–60.
72 See Fuss, 610 P.2d at 20; Bower, 307 P.2d at 601; Thayer, 594 P.2d at 955; Binning, 102 P.2d at 59–60.
73 Thayer, 594 P.2d at 955; Binning, 102 P.2d at 61.
74 Thayer, 594 P.2d at 955; Binning, 102 P.2d at 61.
75 Thayer, 594 P.2d at 955. See Binning, 102 P.2d at 61; Bower, 307 P.2d at 601.
76 See Squillace, supra note 10, at 340.
77 See infra note 147 and accompanying text. See also Squillace, supra note 10, at 332. A change here does not refer to a change in use by the original appropriator. It simply refers to a change in the total amount the user is now consuming.
78 See infra note 147 and accompanying text. There is no indication in the wording of the proposed statute that the proposed salvage water legislation will operate outside the normal confines of the dictates of the doctrines of reuse and recapture.
79 Squillace, supra note 10, at 331.
80 Id.
81 Salvaging water can almost be seen as synonymous with efficiency improvements as efficiency improvements are one of the main ways appropriators salvage water. See generally Colorado Agricultural Water Alliance, Meeting Colorado’s Future Water Supply Needs:
users whose appropriations consisted of those return flows. While the no-injury doctrine may not be applied consistently to consumptive water uses, this judicial and legislative oversight could be remedied by including a balancing analysis of the no-injury doctrine for salvage water uses.82

E. The No-Injury Doctrine

The no-injury doctrine is self-descriptive: a use that causes harm to another appropriator is not allowed.83 This doctrine is essentially a tort concept in that one cannot use his property in a manner that unreasonably interferes with another’s use of his or her property.84 Changes in use, “place of use, point of diversion, purpose or time are permitted subject to the condition that the change must not impair uses by other water rights holders.”85 The doctrine applies most often when a water user wants to change his use.86 The no-injury doctrine, however, is not confined only to change of use.87

The no-injury doctrine also implicates and causes tension with the doctrines of reuse and recapture, particularly in relation to return flows.88 Return flows generally refer to used but not consumed water that returns to a surface water

---

82 See Squillace, supra note 10, at 331. See also infra notes 192–208 and accompanying text.

83 See A. Dan Tarlock, supra note 24, § 5:76.


87 The proposed Wyoming salvage water legislation conforms with the statutory scheme for change of use. See infra notes 102–17, 209–19 and accompanying text. Accordingly, application of the no-injury doctrine in relation to salvage water is analyzed in connection with change of use. Note the proposed Wyoming salvage water legislation: “Any use of the right to salvaged water for any purpose or in any place other than that associated with the original appropriation right shall be approved by the Wyoming state board of control pursuant to [Wyo. Stat. Ann. § 41-3-104] or the state engineer pursuant to [Wyo. Stat. Ann. § 41-3-110].” See infra notes 145–47 and accompanying text.

body, normally the same one from where the water was originally diverted.\textsuperscript{89} Return flows also include water that returns through the groundwater system, such as percolating water.\textsuperscript{90} Hence, return flows are essentially any water that returns to the hydrologic system and has therefore been available for diversion by others under existing rights.\textsuperscript{91} Courts have recognized the importance of protecting water rights based on return flows.\textsuperscript{92} “In general, downstream users that have established water rights based on stream conditions at the time of their appropriation have vested rights in the continuance of the return flows from the water rights of senior upstream diversions.”\textsuperscript{93}

One type of return flow is seepage water.\textsuperscript{94} If seepage water would naturally flow to a stream when it escapes the boundaries of the appropriators’ land, then downstream users can appropriate that available water.\textsuperscript{95} However, if seepage water remains upon the land for which water forming the seepage was originally appropriated, then the original appropriator has a right to use, reuse, and recapture such seepage water for his own use.\textsuperscript{96} Adjoining landowners may not appropriate seepage water, and water users cannot acquire a prescriptive or permanent right to seepage water.\textsuperscript{97} Priority applies, protecting the rights of a senior appropriator to recapture seepage water.\textsuperscript{98} Seepage water users take their chances as to future supplies, assuming the risk their supply will be reduced; they cannot compel the upstream user to provide a certain amount of water through seepage.\textsuperscript{99} The rule that an appropriator cannot acquire property rights in seepage water is


\textsuperscript{91} See Doherty & Smith, supra note 89.


\textsuperscript{95} Fuss v. Franks, 610 P.2d 17, 21 (Wyo. 1980).

\textsuperscript{96} Id. at 20.

\textsuperscript{97} Bower, 307 P.2d at 602 (Wyo. 1957); Binning, 102 P.2d at 60. A prescriptive right is “the acquisition of title to a thing . . . by open and continuous possession over a statutory period.” Black’s Law Dictionary 589 (4th ed. 2011).

\textsuperscript{98} Thayer v. City of Rawlins, 594 P.2d 951, 955 (Wyo. 1979). See Binning, 102 P.2d at 60; Bower, 307 P.2d at 602.

\textsuperscript{99} Thayer, 594 P.2d at 955; Binning, 102 P.2d at 61.
limited to preventing appropriations based upon the seepage water of another appropriator. Individual appropriators have the right to recapture seepage water for beneficial use that comes from exercising their own appropriated right.

F. Change of Use Laws

The change of use or place of use process requires appropriators to complete certain procedures. Section 41-2-104 of the Wyoming Statutes outlines the procedures for change of use or place of use. Changing uses or the place of use is not impossible under the statute, but it does require an appropriator to take additional steps and expend extra effort. One factor required before allowing a change of use of a water right is ensuring the change of use does not decrease the historic amount of return flow. That is, the proposed change in use or place of use cannot injure downstream users or other appropriators by reducing the return flow. Additionally, the right to change the place of diversion may not result in an enlarged use as to either amount or time. Furthermore, the quantification of one’s right of beneficial use must not exceed the historic rate of diversion or the historic consumptive use.

A key Wyoming case dealing with change in water use is Basin Electric Power Cooperative v. State Board of Control. In Basin Electric, the Wyoming Supreme Court held that if an appropriator “either by misuse or failure to use, has effectively abandoned either all or part of his water right through noncompliance with the beneficial-use requirements imposed by law, he could not effect a change of use or place of use for that amount of his appropriation which had been abandoned.” After Upper Laramie Users, the Wheatland Irrigation District, the Middle Laramie Water Users Association, and other interested parties contested, the State Board of Control held that the change of use could not be allowed without a showing of nonuse or misuse.

---

101 Id.
103 See id.
105 Garber, 279 P.3d at 532; Green River Dev. Co., 660 P.2d at 344; Town of Pine Bluffs, 649 P.2d at 658; Thayer, 594 P.2d at 957; Basin Elec. Power Coop., 578 P.2d at 561; State ex rel. Christopulos, 575 P.2d at 274; Groo v. Sights, 134 P. 269, 273 (Wyo. 1913); Johnston v. Little Horse Creek Irrigating Co., 79 P. 22, 24 (Wyo. 1904).
107 WYO. STAT. ANN. § 41-3-104(a) (2013); Garber, 279 P.3d at 528.
109 Id. at 564.
Board of Control denied Basin Electric’s petition to transfer certain historic closed basin return flows.110 The court affirmed, concluding that water is not beneficially used when it is diverted but not consumed and subsequently trapped in a closed basin.111 Hence, this water cannot be changed to a new use.112

The court recognized in dicta, however, that there “may be circumstances where the beneficial use of water exceeds the actual consumptive use” and there may be circumstances where the “definition of consumptive use can be expanded to include the actual needs for proper irrigation beyond the less-inclusive concept of consumptive use.”113 The court recognized that proper determination of beneficial use requires flexibility in defining consumptive use.114 The court further held that while incidental losses are excluded when calculating beneficial use appropriations, that measurement is a question of fact depending on the circumstances of each case.115 Accordingly, incidental losses can be included in calculating beneficial use under some circumstances.116 Accounting for incidental losses is, therefore, conducted under the change of use statute as opposed to classifying incidental loss amounts as completely new appropriations.117

G. Imported Water Laws

Imported water is any water not originally part of the stream or basin at issue.118 Wyoming law allows a water importer the right to reuse and dispose of imported waters without interfering with any other rights in the appropriator’s original water system, as imported water is not part of the original hydrologic system.119 Hence, the ability to reuse imported water is not relinquished when unconsumed water discharges into a watercourse, as would be the case if the water were native to the stream or basin. A water importer can reuse and recapture his imported water even if the recapture takes place after the water has left the physical

110 Id. at 559.
111 Id. at 568. A closed basin is an area “where topography prevents the outflow of water,” with no outlets and only internal drainage. Charles Frazier, Closed Basin, Home Ground, http://test.ourhomeground.com/entries/definition/closed_basin (last visited Apr. 26, 2014).
113 Id. at 567–68.
114 Id. at 568.
115 Id.
116 Id. Thus an appropriator should not lose the right to salvage water simply by default because such water is included as beneficial, therefore entitling the appropriator to that water despite whether or not they find a way to more efficiently use the water.
117 This essentially means the elasticity of consumptive use includes salvaged water.
118 Squillace, supra note 10, at 330.
119 Thayer v. City of Rawlins, 594 P.2d 951, 955 (Wyo. 1979); Squillace, supra note 10, at 330.
boundaries of the original appropriation. If one salvages native water, then rules applicable to imported water in relation to the doctrine of reuse and recapture would not apply. However, if one salvages imported water, the limitations of the no-injury doctrine would not apply because they do not apply to imported water. Imported water users are treated more favorably than appropriators of water native to the watershed, as other water users cannot come to rely upon the use of someone else’s imported water.

Although no one except the importer himself can establish legal rights to imported water, others can use the water so long as it is available. The importer owes no obligation to those making use of imported water escaping into the hydrologic system. Ultimately, a downstream appropriator cannot salvage imported water, even if that water leaves the importer’s property and place of appropriation, because downstream appropriators can never gain a legal right to use imported water. Thus, the right of an importer to salvage water is already clear. A subsequent appropriator who makes use of the importer’s excess imported water has no right to that water because only the importer can establish a legal right to use and reuse the imported water.

H. An Introduction to Salvage Water

Salvage water is water recovered by human effort for additional use from existing uses or losses within the original watershed. Salvage water includes water previously lost in the appropriation, including water that returns to the hydrologic system, such as water previously lost through percolation. Salvage water also includes recovered water previously lost to the appropriator and the hydrologic system, such as phreatophyte-consumed water. An appropriator

---

120 See generally Thayer, 594 P.2d 951.
121 Note the absence of any indication to the contrary in the proposed Wyoming salvage water legislation. Wyo. Stat. Ann. § 41-3-102(d) (Legislature of the State of Wyoming, Bills 2013). Absent an express provision indicating the measures to be taken on a particular issue, it can be inferred that the current Wyoming water system will be followed on that issue.
122 Thayer, 594 P.2d at 955.
123 Id.
124 Id.
125 Squillace, supra note 10, at 330.
126 See id.
127 See id. at 339 n.203.
128 See id. at 330.
129 Id. at 331 n.158.
130 See id. at 331.
can salvage water through reduction of: (1) seepage loss, (2) evaporation, (3) phreatophyte consumption, or (4) percolation into the soil.\textsuperscript{132} For example, an appropriator might conduct water through pipes or other artificial conduits, thereby preventing seepage and evaporation losses.\textsuperscript{133} Another example of salvage water is developing a marshy spring into a flowing stream, thus increasing the flow of water.\textsuperscript{134} Reducing transmission losses, treating sewage, recycling or reclaiming water, and desalinating water also constitute salvaging water.\textsuperscript{135} Municipalities salvage water when they use treated wastewater effluent for irrigation of parks and open spaces or enclosed pipe delivery systems that reduce evaporation.\textsuperscript{136} For both conducting water through pipes and treating wastewater effluent, the user does not lose the treated and/or reclaimed water.\textsuperscript{137} Rather, the original user gets additional use from the same amount of water through greater efficiency.\textsuperscript{138} This is because the water is no longer being lost to the appropriator somewhere along the chain, or he is getting an additional use of the water by reusing it a second time after treating it.\textsuperscript{139}

Water can be salvaged for the same use as the original appropriation, or for a new or additional use.\textsuperscript{140} The latter, however, subjects the salvaged water to certain change of use requirements both generally and in Wyoming specifically.\textsuperscript{141} The water under the original appropriation which is recycled, essentially getting two or more rounds of use, is the “salvaged water.”\textsuperscript{142} As salvaged water is not

---

\textsuperscript{132} Clark, supra note 5, at 433.

\textsuperscript{133} Leslie M. Larsen et al., \textit{Abandoned or Escaped Waters—Foreign Substances in Abandoned Waters}, 62 \textit{CAL. JUR. 3D WATER} § 108 (2013).

\textsuperscript{134} \textit{Id.} There are obviously environmental repercussions that would arise from developing a marsh, or likewise from eliminating phreatophytes, such as streambed erosion, increased evaporation, and increased size of the streambed. Addressing these environmental concerns, however, is beyond the scope of this comment and instead the focus is simply on the appropriator creating opportunities for salvage water within her appropriation.

\textsuperscript{135} Clark, supra note 5, at 433.

\textsuperscript{136} Stein, supra note 93, at 26 (describing the example of salvage water when municipalities treat wastewater effluent for irrigating parks and open spaces).

\textsuperscript{137} \textit{Id.} at 9–10.

\textsuperscript{138} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{139} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{140} See Squillace, supra note 10, at 331–32.

\textsuperscript{141} See \textit{infra} note 147 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{142} See Squillace, supra note 10, at 331 n.158.
considered “new” water within the original watershed, the use of salvage water has traditionally been subjected to the appropriation system and the priority system. This means salvage water, as part of the original appropriation, gets the priority date of the original appropriation.

I. Senate File 0150: Proposed Wyoming Legislation Pertaining to Salvage Water

The proposed Wyoming legislation regarding salvage water was Senate File No. SF0150, which Senator Hines and Representatives Barlow and Kasperik introduced in the Senate on January 22, 2013. Section 41-3-102 of the Wyoming Statutes enumerates the preferred uses of water and lists their order of preference. To this, the proposed Wyoming legislation would add subsection (d), reading:

> It is the declared policy of this state to encourage the conservation and full beneficial use of water. Consistent with this policy, holders of water rights who salvage water may retain the right to the salvaged water for subsequent beneficial use. Any use of the right to salvaged water for any purpose or in any place other than that associated with the original appropriation right shall be approved by the Wyoming state board of control pursuant to [Wyo. Stat. Ann. § 41-3-104] or the state engineer pursuant to [Wyo. Stat. Ann. § 41-3-102].

---


144 See infra notes 152–57 and accompanying text.

145 First Day General Session of the Senate Sixty Second State Legislature, supra note 11, at 320.

146 WYO. STAT. ANN. § 41-3-102 (2013). The full text of this statute currently reads:

(a) Water rights are hereby defined as follows according to use: preferred uses shall include rights for domestic and transportation purposes, steam power plants, and industrial purposes; existing rights not preferred, may be condemned to supply water for such preferred uses in accordance with the provisions of the law relating to condemnation of property for public and semi-public purposes except as hereinafter provided.

(b) Preferred water uses shall have preference rights in the following order:

(i) Water for drinking purposes for both man and beast;
(ii) Water for municipal purposes;
(iii) Water for the use of steam engines and for general railway use, water for culinary, laundry, bathing, refrigerating (including the manufacture of ice), for steam and hot water heating plants, and steam power plants; and
(iv) Industrial purposes.

(c) The use of water for irrigation shall be superior and preferred to any use where water turbines or impulse water wheels are installed for power purposes; provided, however, that the preferred use of steam power plants and industrial purposes herein granted shall not be construed to give the right of condemnation.
to [Wyo. Stat. Ann. § 41-3-110]. As used in this subsection, “salvage” means to make water available for beneficial use from an existing valid appropriation through application of water-saving methods.147

In short, under the proposed legislation, a user is allowed to salvage water and put that water to beneficial use on the place of the original appropriation while maintaining the original appropriation date for the salvaged water.148 If the appropriator, however, wants to use the salvage water on other land, he must obtain permission, but the original appropriation date would still extend to that salvaged water.149

III. Analysis

When crafting new contours of water law, the legislature should focus on important policy considerations, including encouraging and ensuring efficient water use and maximum water utilization, while also considering equitable apportionment of this scarce resource. This comment investigates whether the use of salvage water in Wyoming is consistent with the fundamental elements of water law.150 Ultimately, the proposed salvage water legislation comports with existing Wyoming water laws.151 This will ease the transitioning of salvage water into the current Wyoming water system regulations. More importantly, adding salvage water as a statutorily beneficial use promotes and enhances efficient water use, a central tenet to promote in Wyoming. The proposed Wyoming legislation was a good first step in the right direction, but it failed to address some vital issues. This comment will discuss improvements that should be made to the proposed legislation. Future salvage water legislation should specifically implement an analysis balancing injury to others under the doctrines of reuse and recapture for salvage water and address changes to the imported water structure.

A. The Priority System

The proposed Wyoming salvage water legislation does not explicitly identify the priority date attaching to salvage water. Practically, it is important to consider the priority date that would apply to salvage water rights. Future salvage water legislation should attach the priority date that will most benefit Wyoming’s goals of ensuring efficient water use, maximum water use, and equitable apportionment. If Wyoming’s current law establishing priority applied to salvage water, a salvager

147 WYO. STAT. ANN. § 41-3-102(d) (2013).
148 Id.
149 See id.
150 See infra notes 152–221 and accompanying text.
151 See infra notes 152–221 and accompanying text.
could end up with a junior priority date of little value. Wyoming’s policy goals are best served if salvage water has the same priority date as the original appropriation.

Under existing law, the priority date of salvaged water is unclear. Salvaged water may not fall within the required appropriation limitations. If the salvaged water does not constitute the original beneficial use or compose part of the historic consumptive use, this suggests there should be a more junior priority date for that salvaged water. In salvaging water that was being wasted by over-appropriation or where the actual need of the water was less than the duty of water, a junior date of the actual date of salvage would apply. Accordingly, the priority date for salvage water, not derived from incidental losses or like sources, would be the date the user expresses intent to salvage by filing an application to salvage that water with the Wyoming State Board of Control. Additionally, without the proposed salvage water legislation, if the appropriator changes the use of the salvaged water from the use of the original appropriation, he must apply for a change of use permit with an attendant junior priority date.\footnote{First Day General Session of the Senate Sixty Second State Legislature, \textit{supra} note 11, at 320.}

To best serve Wyoming’s goals of ensuring efficient water use, maximum water use, and fair apportionment, an appropriator should have the priority date of the original appropriation attach to his salvaged water. The original appropriation established the right to use the water; salvage water is just a more efficient use of the original appropriation.\footnote{Squillace, \textit{supra} note 10, at 331.} Further, the original appropriation represents and includes the intent to apply the full amount of the water to beneficial use despite incidental losses.\footnote{Montana v. Wyoming, 131 S. Ct. 1765, 1778 (2011).} An appropriator's full amount of his original appropriation includes an amount that will be lost to incidental losses.\footnote{See infra note 169 and accompanying text.} Thus, such an intent should allow the State Board of Control to grant the salvaged water the same priority date as the original priority date. Furthermore, extending the original priority date is one of the few practical ways to incentivize senior appropriators to salvage their water and increase efficiency within a hydrologic system.

Providing a later priority date for salvage water would effectively eliminate all incentive to salvage any water. Therefore, it is likely the practical implications and effect of the proposed Wyoming salvage water legislation will extend the original priority date to salvaged water in order to incentivize appropriators to salvage water in the first place. Salvage water would most likely be considered part of the original appropriation, as it was already encompassed in the original right and therefore would have the same priority date as the original appropriation.\footnote{Consistent with this policy, holders of water rights who salvage water may retain the right to the salvaged water for subsequent beneficial use.}
The proposed Wyoming legislation does not explicitly state this proposition, but for clarity’s sake, it should. Extending the same priority date as the original appropriation to salvage water is the only way to promote the legislation’s purpose: “[encouraging] the conservation and full beneficial use of water.”

B. Beneficial Use and the Duty of Water

Under existing law, the duty of water can disincentivize conservation, because more efficient use may mean losing part of a water right. The proposed legislation solves this problem by ensuring appropriators do not lose the amount of their originally quantified right when increasing appropriation efficiencies. The proposed Wyoming legislation comports with the duty of water because it incentivizes users to improve their beneficial use. The duty of water is a means of quantifying the amount of water needed to accomplish the proposed beneficial use of water for irrigation. The duty of water originated as a means of reducing waste by limiting the amount of an appropriation. The concept as developed in the real world, however, has been read as a dynamic requirement that might include the obligation to reduce the diversion of unneeded water. This could cause a problem for a water salvager if he is not allowed to use his salvaged water because it is considered in excess of the duty of water.

Generally, salvage water is recovered from existing uses or losses by eliminating losses within an appropriation or use. If water is lost through seepage, evaporation, or percolation, it is not being applied to the original appropriation’s particular beneficial use. Some loss is inherent in appropriations; for example, losses during transport from the source to the place of beneficial use. It is not possible to fully consume every drop of water diverted, for example, when growing crops. Most of this incidental loss, such as percolation and seepage, re-enters the hydrologic cycle and downstream appropriators subsequently use this water. An appropriator’s beneficial use appropriation includes an incidental loss.

157 First Day General Session of the Senate Sixty Second State Legislature, supra note 11, at 320.
158 See supra notes 33–53 and accompanying text.
159 See supra note 147 and accompanying text.
160 See supra note 147 and accompanying text.
162 See supra notes 33–53 and accompanying text.
163 See supra notes 33–53 and accompanying text.
164 See Clark, supra note 5, at 422.
165 See Basin Elec. Power Coop., 578 P.2d at 574 (McClintock, J., dissenting).
166 See Colorado Agricultural Water Alliance, supra note 81, at 4-1.
167 Id.
Therefore, the total appropriation equals the amount beneficially applied plus the amount incidentally lost.\textsuperscript{169}

With modern methods, some of this lost water may be salvageable.\textsuperscript{170} If this incidentally lost water is subsequently converted to a direct beneficial use, this salvaged water would increase the efficiency and maximum utilization of water within the system.\textsuperscript{171} Salvage water accordingly fulfills the important goal of improving efficiency of use by reducing losses.\textsuperscript{172} It also increases the overall amount of water that can be beneficially applied.\textsuperscript{173} In one instance, salvaging water increases the overall amount of water available for appropriation within the hydrologic system by offsetting amounts previously lost forever in that system, such as water lost to phreatophyte consumption.\textsuperscript{174} In another instance, salvaging water may increase the amount of water that can be applied to the appropriator’s particular beneficial use by ensuring more water actually makes it to the appropriator’s beneficial use itself as opposed to returning to the hydrologic system somewhere along the way, such as through percolation and evaporation.\textsuperscript{175}

Accordingly, improving efficiency of water use through salvaging water could increase administrative efficiency in quantifying appropriations, as incidental losses would not need to be calculated into the amount to grant the appropriation in the first place. It would also have the added bonus of simplifying the appropriation permitting process by reducing the difference between the amount diverted and the amount consumed in use, thus eliminating inclusion of an amorphous, inaccurate calculation for incidental losses.\textsuperscript{176} Consequently, allocations would reflect a more administratively efficient quantification of water rights, promoting greater certainty and opening up more water for appropriation.

Despite all the practical advantages of salvaging water, appropriators may fear current water laws fail to provide any incentive to salvage water, as the duty of water limits an appropriation to the amount of water that can be put to beneficial use. If an appropriator improves the efficiency of his application by preventing

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{168} See supra note 116 and accompanying text.
\item \textsuperscript{169} \textit{Basin Elec. Power Coop.}, 578 P.2d at 563 (majority opinion). See supra note 116 and accompanying text.
\item \textsuperscript{170} See Squillace, supra note 10, at 331.
\item \textsuperscript{171} See id. at 332.
\item \textsuperscript{172} Id. at 331.
\item \textsuperscript{173} See \textit{COLORADO AGRICULTURAL WATER ALLIANCE}, supra note 81, at 4-1.
\item \textsuperscript{174} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{175} Id.
\item \textsuperscript{176} As there is no clear, single way to calculate incidental losses, having to come up with a way to include incidental losses creates a lack of fairness because what is calculated as the need for one appropriator may be more than or less than a subsequent judgment of need for a different appropriator. See supra notes 41–53 and accompanying text.
\end{itemize}
incidental losses, he needs less water to apply to his beneficial use. Thus, the duty of water would indicate his appropriation should be reduced, and an appropriator would not get to make use of the water saved through his efficiency.

The proposed Wyoming salvage water legislation seeks to mitigate fears that efficiency and innovation could result in the loss of an appropriator’s full original right. The appropriator could apply the amount of water converted from loss to beneficial use on the original appropriation’s land without fear of negative repercussion for improving water efficiency within his own system. The salvaged water constitutes part of the original beneficial use water allocation, as it is included in calculating the duty of water. Regardless of whether water is salvaged from evaporation, percolation, plant consumption, or other salvage water sources, that loss was taken into consideration in granting the original right. An appropriator’s granted right considers the duty of water; the appropriator does not violate the duty of water by increasing his efficiency and applying what he saved to an additional beneficial use. Therefore, an appropriator would maintain the right to the amount of water composing the totality of his original appropriation. Accordingly, the proposed Wyoming salvage water legislation emphasizes the duty of water in a way that serves Wyoming’s goals of ensuring efficient water use, maximum water use, and fair apportionment.

C. Reuse and Recapture Doctrines

The proposed Wyoming legislation follows the path blazed by Wyoming Courts in not requiring no-injury analysis when water is recaptured on an appropriator’s land. The proposed Wyoming salvage water legislation codifies the general requirements of the reuse and recapture doctrines. The proposed Wyoming salvage water legislation explicitly states that use of salvaged water must remain within the land under the original appropriation for the original purpose unless the Wyoming State Board of Control approves such changes. Legislation allowing the Board of Control to examine whether a water salvage operation would injure downstream users would better serve the goals of efficiency, maximum use, and fairness.

The proposed Wyoming salvage water legislation seems to have been written with the doctrines of reuse and recapture, waste water, and seepage in mind, as it

---

177 WYO. STAT. ANN. § 41-3-102(d) (Legislature of the State of Wyoming, Bills 2013).
178 See supra notes 33–53 and accompanying text.
180 First Day General Session of the Senate Sixty Second State Legislature, supra note 11, at 320.
181 Id. (emphasis added).
embodies these concepts. This is done in three ways. First, salvage water must not exceed the original permit or decree (amount diverted and consumed under the original appropriation) because the appropriator would be appropriating more water than stated in the appropriation. 182 Second, salvage water must be used on the lands under the original appropriation. 183 Third, salvage water must be used only for the purpose and use of the original appropriation. 184 Essentially, the doctrine of recapture already allows reuse of salvaged water if it is used for the same purpose, on the same land, and does not injure downstream users. 185 The appropriator can salvage the water anywhere on his property or under his control, where he is applying the water, or along the diversion system transporting the water as long as these three requirements are met. 186 Furthermore, as the law of seepage water dictates, downstream users do not have an expectation or right to a particular amount of water always leaving the boundaries of an upstream appropriator. 187

However, the proposed Wyoming salvage water legislation does not account for appropriators decreasing historic return flows to the original source when salvaging water that historically returned to the hydrologic system for appropriation by others. Future salvage water legislation must explicitly detail the procedures for salvaging water in relation to historic return flows and what the appropriator should do if those flows decrease. 188 While it would be easiest to simply draw a bright-line rule prohibiting any salvage of water injuring downstream users, such a hard and fast rule is not the most effective way to increase conservation and the full beneficial use of water. A clear-cut rule does not allow room to look at individual circumstances and decide on a case-by-case basis what would be most

182 Id.
183 Id.
184 Id.
186 Areas which are under an appropriator’s control but not on his property include the ditches to which an appropriator has rights, but which may run on land not belonging to the appropriator himself, but rather to others, before ultimately reaching the appropriator’s property.
187 Bower v. Big Horn Canal Ass’n, 307 P.2d 593, 601 (Wyo. 1957)

No appropriator can compel any other appropriator to continue the use of water which benefits the former. If the senior appropriator by a different method of irrigation can so utilize his water that it is all consumed in transpiration and consumptive use and no waste water returns by seepage or percolation to the river, no other appropriator can complain

See also In re Boyer, 248 P.2d 540, 546 (Idaho 1952).

188 It will not always be the case that an inquiry into the effects on historic return flows must be conducted before an appropriator can use their salvage water. This would be the case only for uses affecting historic return flows. So an inquiry would have to be made in the case of eliminating percolating water, but not in the case of water salvaged from evaporation or phreatophyte consumption.
beneficial for each particular hydrologic system. Injuries to downstream users should be permitted only after the Wyoming State Board of Control carefully balances all parties’ interests on a case-by-case basis.189

All laws inherently produce inequalities, whether they create bright lines or case-by-case analyses. A balancing test ultimately goes further towards leveling the playing field than a bright-line rule because all parties, whether large conglomerates or individual appropriators, will always get a voice instead of just sometimes getting a voice. In deciding whether to allow a decrease in historic return flows when salvaging water, the Board would consider: (1) the priority of the affected appropriations; (2) the length of time the affected appropriations and the original appropriation have existed; (3) the beneficial use to which the salvage water will be applied; (4) the need for the proposed use in comparison to the current beneficial use; and (5) the need for the affected use. Ultimately, the Board’s careful and considerate evaluation of these factors should lead to decisions enhancing maximum efficiency and utilization of water, as well as decisions reducing the inequalities among parties, by always and consistently giving a voice to all interested parties.190

D. The No-Injury Doctrine

The proposed Wyoming salvage water legislation comports with the no-injury doctrine because it subjects salvage water to water law change of use requirements.191 Any potential conflict is due to inherent flaws in the no-injury doctrine itself, not because of the legislation.192 Salvaging water has the potential to injure downstream users if that water historically returned to the hydrologic system. Future salvage water legislation should include a mechanism balancing the goals of efficient water use and maximum water use with the goal of fairness to water users.

A water appropriator is not entitled to change the place of diversion, purpose of use, or place of use if the change would injuriously affect another appropriator.193

---

189 While injury should be considered, it should not be determinative to stop proposed salvaged uses in all cases. Thus why a flexible rule on a case-by-case basis is needed to analyze the particulars of each circumstance to make the best and fairest determination. This analysis would be persuaded by what tier the salvaged water fell under. See infra note 208 and accompanying text.

190 This would inform the no-injury doctrine analysis, or rather the no-injury doctrine would inform these case-by-case determinations, all considered together to come up with the most equitable solution while maximizing water use and increasing efficiency of water use.

191 See supra note 190 and accompanying text.

192 See supra note 190 and accompanying text.

193 See Groo v. Sights, 134 P. 269, 272 (Wyo. 1913). See also Van Tassel Real Estate & Live Stock Co. v. City of Cheyenne, 54 P.2d 906, 910 (Wyo. 1936); Johnston v. Little Horse Creek Irrigating Co., 79 P. 22, 24 (Wyo. 1904); Frank v. Hicks, 35 P. 475, 484 (Wyo. 1894).
The nature of salvage water is such that it was water previously lost to the original appropriator. This water comes in two varieties. The first type of salvage water eluded beneficial application at any point in the system because it was, for example, consumed by phreatophytes or lost in natural processes such as evaporation. The second type of lost water was water historically returning to the hydrologic system where others could appropriate it for their own use, for example, seepage water. Water that others used because it re-entered the hydrologic system composes part of the original appropriator’s right and is protected for the original appropriator’s benefit, and not for the benefit of the downstream user’s rights. Downstream users can only ever get access to water if there is water that has not already been appropriated by any other users. But removing this second type of water from the hydrologic system through salvage may cause injury to others if they have been using that water and have come to depend on it.

The only water certain to pass the no-injury test is water previously completely lost in and to the hydrologic system that is no longer lost to the system because of a more efficient appropriation, for example, water recovered from percolation and evaporation by means of installing pipes or a lining system in a ditch. Only this water always passes the no-injury test because it was water never available to any party or any other appropriators at any previous point of time. Consequently, no one could claim reliance on that particular water. If, however, the particular water salvaged was water previously returning to the hydrologic cycle, such as percolating and underground water, this subsequently salvaged water, and its appropriator, must comply with the no-injury doctrine. Ensuring compliance with the existing no-injury doctrine in that latter case may disallow certain water salvaging efforts. No-injury questions are considered on a case-by-case basis; future salvage water legislation should implement the same approach to considering whether a user can salvage water without injuring a downstream user.

The proposed Wyoming salvage water legislation disassociates itself from the no-injury doctrine. It unqualifiedly allows an appropriator to salvage water for the same use as the original appropriation without any consideration of
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194 Squillace, supra note 10, at 331 n.158.
195 Basin Elec. Power Coop. v. State Bd. of Control, 578 P.2d 557, 570 (Wyo. 1978) (stating that an appropriator can acquire no right to excess waters).
196 See id.
197 See Squillace, supra note 10, at 331.
198 See Extending the Use of Water, supra note 143.
199 For example, lining ditches or installing a pipeline system would reduce seepage. This loss of percolation means that the amount of water originally returning to the hydrologic cycle is also reduced. This in turn implies that some appropriator down the line is injured because this water is no longer provided to the hydrologic cycle and is removed from this particular water system.
If the only goal is efficiency of use, the proposed Wyoming salvage water legislation is laudable. Conversely, the proposed Wyoming legislation is contrary to advancing the goal of providing water to as many appropriators as possible. Little or no water will ever make it to junior appropriators if numerous senior appropriators make their uses more efficient by salvaging water and reducing the total amount of water available in a particular water system. Therefore, the proposed Wyoming salvage water legislation, while potentially more efficient, allows fewer appropriators to use the total available resource. Hence, the proposed legislation may lead to fewer appropriators having a water supply available to them and their beneficial uses. If Wyoming wants to balance both these objectives, salvage water legislation must include a no-injury qualification/application on a case-by-case basis, even when the use of salvage water is for the same beneficial use as that under the appropriator’s original right.

The proposed Wyoming salvage water legislation requires state review if the salvager wants to change the purpose or place of use of his salvage water. This implies that the no-injury doctrine applies only if the salvager is going to change one of these elements. If, however, he is simply going to use more water on the original appropriation, the no-injury doctrine does not apply and the appropriator is not subject to any state review. Accordingly, the proposed legislation endangers downstream users. The proposed Wyoming legislation indiscriminately allows salvage of both forever-lost water and water that returns to the hydrologic cycle.

To maintain consistency with the current Wyoming water law structure, future salvage water legislation should require any appropriator wishing to use salvage water to submit a short application to the Wyoming State Board of Control specifically describing how or why his desired appropriation would not injure other users. The Board would make its decision whether to extend its
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200 “Consistent with this policy, holders of water rights who salvage water may retain the right to the salvaged water for subsequent beneficial use.” See supra note 119 and accompanying text.

201 See supra note 2.
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205 Remember, the no-injury doctrine only comes up in the context of changes in place of use, point of diversion, purpose, or time. Supra notes 85–87 and accompanying text.

206 First Day General Session of the Senate Sixty Second State Legislature, supra note 11, at 320.

207 This short application would be much akin to the change of use application. Thus, the Wyoming State Board of Control would be the appropriate party with which to file this application as they approve change of use requests pursuant to Wyo. Stat. Ann. § 41-3-104 and using salvage water is more analogous to a change of use rather than a temporary water right which would go through the state engineer pursuant to Wyo. Stat. Ann. § 41-3-110. See Wyo. Stat. Ann. §§ 41-3-104(a), 41-3-110 (2013).
approval and thereby allow the use on a case-by-case basis. As the ultimate goal is balancing the injury with the positive aspects of salvaging water, a permit may issue even if there was some injury, as long as the Board considers the injury minor in comparison to the benefits of the salvage water use. The Board would ultimately issue a letter of decision to the applicant, announcing what its decision is and how it arrived at that decision. Information on how the Board reached its decision is important because it allows applicants to remedy potential flaws and reapply at a later date.

Creating a different standard for both forever-lost water and lost water that returns to the hydrologic cycle would protect downstream users, thus creating less discord in the entire system due to fluctuations in availability of water for downstream users. Future salvage water legislation should have two tiers. Tier 1 would allow appropriators to use salvaged water that was forever lost to the hydrologic system without having to apply or comply with the no-injury doctrine. If, for example, the appropriator put a pipe system in his ditch eliminating evaporation, he would automatically be allowed to utilize the increased water supply he has created. Tier 2 would allow appropriators to use salvaged water that previously returned to the hydrologic system, but only after application to and approval by the State Board of Control. The Board would issue such approval only after investigation, analysis, and application of a modified no-injury doctrine. This modified no-injury doctrine would balance the interests of: (1) the applicant and other downstream users, and (2) the goals of efficiency and maximum utilization on a system wide basis.

E. Change of Use Laws

The proposed Wyoming salvage water legislation embodies the Basin Electric dicta, overruling the portion of that decision disallowing the transfer of water lost in a closed system after use. Basin Electric held that failure to apply water to a beneficial use, by itself, effectuates and constitutes abandonment of that part of the appropriation considered wasted (misused or failed to use). Dicta, however, advocated embracing a standard where beneficial use of water exceeds actual consumptive use, and expanding the definition of consumptive use to include actual needs for proper irrigation. The proposed Wyoming salvage water legislation allows a water right holder salvaging water to retain the right to that salvaged water for subsequent beneficial use, as opposed to classifying such
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208 If anything had to be submitted to the Board, it would merely be a proof that this salvaged water was indeed previously water that was forever lost in the hydrologic system.


210 Basin Elec. Power Coop., 578 P.2d at 564.

211 Id. at 567–68.
water as abandoned.\textsuperscript{212} In other words, the proposed legislation does not equate beneficial use with consumptive use.\textsuperscript{213} Thus, appropriators are not required to classify salvage water as abandoned water simply because such water historically was not applied to the consumptive application of the beneficial use but rather was an incidental loss.\textsuperscript{214} If an appropriator wishes to change the place or purpose of use of the salvaged water from that approved under the original appropriation, the proposed Wyoming legislation requires the salvager to comply with the change of use process.\textsuperscript{215}

Further, the proposed Wyoming salvage water legislation does not conflict with the requirement that a change of use does not enlarge the use either as to amount or time. By requiring an appropriator to follow the change of use process if he wants to use water for a different purpose or in a different place than that authorized under the original appropriation, the proposed Wyoming legislation expressly subjects salvage water to current Wyoming water law, namely the change of use requirements.\textsuperscript{216} For the original appropriator, salvage water converts lost water to beneficially used water.\textsuperscript{217} The diversion itself is not enlarged even if the consumptive use is. Because salvaged water was already included in quantifying the original appropriation, usually factored in as incidental loss, applying salvaged water to a beneficial use simply reallocates the distribution of water within the original right.\textsuperscript{218} For example, for Tier 1 water, this could mean water is now applied to the beneficial use itself, such as consumption by plants, instead of being lost to evaporation. The use is not necessarily enlarged; the water is simply finding itself used at a different point along the line of appropriation, its use reallocated along the spectrum of the right itself.

The proposed Wyoming legislation comports with the change of use regulations. Salvage water rights are harmonious with the current water law
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\item\textsuperscript{212} See supra note 147 and accompanying text.
\item\textsuperscript{213} See supra note 147 and accompanying text.
\item\textsuperscript{214} See supra note 147 and accompanying text.
\item\textsuperscript{215} See supra note 147 and accompanying text ("use of the right to salvaged water for any purpose or in any place other than that associated with the original appropriation right [must] be approved by the Wyoming state board of control pursuant to [Wyo. Stat. Ann. § 41-3-104].").
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[T]he Special Master found several reasons to conclude that Wyoming’s pre–1950 users may switch to sprinkler irrigation. He found that the scope of the original appropriative right includes such a change so long as no additional water is diverted from the stream and the conserved water is used on the same acreage for the same agricultural purpose as before.
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system per the requirement of state review if the salvaged water is put to use in a
different way or place. Not only are they compatible, but the proposed Wyoming
salvage water legislation explicitly incorporates the existing water system, expressly
subjecting the proposed Wyoming salvage water legislation to existing change of
use laws.  

F. Imported Water Laws

The proposed Wyoming salvage water legislation does not specifically address
imported water, as water users of imported water already have the right to salvage
their imported water. If future legislation truly wants to achieve its objective
of encouraging the conservation and full beneficial use of water, the legislation
should include a statement about the implications of salvaging imported water.
Applying a balancing test to imported water would further Wyoming’s goals of
efficiency, maximum use, and fairness.

The legislature could eliminate the complete ban on protected rights
of subsequent users of others’ imported water. But this may discourage water
importation. A middle ground must be achieved. This consists of the Board of
Control weighing competing interests on a case-by-case basis and determining the
best allocation of imported water. If the Board of Control fails to do this in the
first place, courts come in after the fact to determine on a case-by-case basis the
best allocation of imported water. Such case-by-case decisions would be guided
specifically by the policy objectives of maximum conservation within the entire
water system, maximum beneficial uses of water, and fairness. The balancing
test for imported water should consider placing limitations on water importers
salvaging their imported water. Salvaged imported water should be subject to
the same balancing and case-by-case analysis factors used to determine the use
of reused and recaptured water native to the system as set forth above. While
a balancing test may disincentivize importation of water, the focus should be on
maximizing efficiency and number of water uses. Subjecting water importers to
this balancing test promotes more efficient water use and therefore helps preserve
this scarce resource.

IV. Conclusion

As water is a scarce resource, especially in the arid West, the goal of all water
users should be using water as efficiently as possible and maximizing water
utilization, while not forgetting about equity when using, appropriating, and
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apportioning water rights. 222 The proposed Wyoming salvage water legislation harmoniously fits into the current contours of Wyoming water laws. 223 But any subsequent proposed salvage water legislation should address the nuances discussed above. 224 While salvaged water would be subject to current water laws, some of which are explicitly written into the proposed legislation, any future proposed legislation must more explicitly and specifically ameliorate and eliminate some of the inefficiencies of the current system, suggestions for which have been made throughout this comment. 225

The proposed Wyoming salvage water legislation was a good first step in the right direction. But any future legislative proposals for salvage water should specifically address changes to the imported water structure and implement an analysis to balance injury to others with the use of reused and recaptured salvage water. 226 Promoting use of salvage water leads water users to maximize the number and extent of water uses, meeting the important goal of conserving and promoting the efficient use of water, the lifeblood of the American West, and part of the foundation of our economy. 227
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